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                                 Building of the Titanic
Titanic’s building started on March 31st 1909. The 
Titanic was built in Belfast Ireland. The company that 
built the Titanic was called Harland and Wolff and 
approximate 3,000 people built the Titanic. It took 3 
years to build the Titanic, started in 1909 and finished 
in 1912 the same year as her first voyage. Eight Harland 
and Wolff workers died during the construction of the 
ship. In addition to the fatalities there were 28 serious 
accidents and 218 minor accidents 



                                  Titanic Design
About 26 months
The construction of Olympic and Titanic took place virtually in parallel, with Olympic keel laid down first on 16 December 1908 and 
Titanic's on 31 March 1909. Both ships took about 26 months to build and followed much the same construction process.

Thomas Andrews was born on this day in 1873. He died in 1912, when the ship he had designed sank, after encouraging the Titanic's 
passengers to get off the ship if they could. ... The result: the Titanic infamously set sail with only enough lifeboat room for 1178 people 
out of the more than 2200 on board.

Titanic designer
The Olympic and its sister ship the Titanic, which began construction in 1909, were designed by William Pirrie and general manager Alexander 
Carlisle along with Andrews. ... Andrews had been in his stateroom, planning changes he wanted to make to the ship, and barely noticed the 
collision



                                   Ship Crew
There was a total of 913 crew members on the 
titanic. 215 of them survived. 

Officers

Name Age and Position

Smith, Commander Edward John, 62 Captain

Wilde, Lieutenant Henry Tingle, 39 Chief Officer

Murdoch, Lieutenant William McMaster, 39 First Officer

Lightoller, Sub-Lieutenant Charles Herbert, 38 Second 
Officer

Pitman, Mr. Herbert John 34 Third Officer

Boxhall, Sub-Lieutenant Joseph Groves, 28 Fourth Officer

Lowe, Sub-Lieutenant Harold Godfrey, 29 Fifth Officer

Moody, Sub-Lieutenant James Paul, 24 sixth officer
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                             Life Onboard The Titanic
First class on board Titanic was the ultimate in luxury. It included 
veranda cafes, a smoking room, restaurant, a dining saloon and a 
reading and writing room. The facilities on Titanic far surpassed those of 
rival ships of that time.

Once passengers were on board Titanic they stayed in their respected areas 
based on class. You could often find third-class passengers in the General 
Room. This room served many purposes for passengers including a nursery, 
lounge and a general gathering area.

Passengers in second class had facilities such as a spacious outdoor 
promenade, a smoking room, a library and dining room. Afternoon tea 
and coffee was served in the library. The dining room could seat almost 
2,400 people at one time and a pianist would entertain the diners

Activities on board 1st
● A gymnasium including a punch bag, a rowing 

machine, exercise bikes, Stationary bicycles, two 
electric camels, and an electric horse.

● Turkish baths, electric baths, and steam room.
● Private massage room.
● Swimming pool.
● Squash court.
● Barber.



Classes

There was three classes: First Class, Second class 
and Third class. A ticket for First Class cost 
about $3,300, Second Class cost $700 and a Third 
Class cost $32. 61% of First Class passengers 
survived, 42% of Second Class passengers survived 
and 25% of third Class survived



First Class Room



                              Second Class Rooms



                                Third Class Rooms



                                Grand Staircase
Titanic’s Grand Staircase. There were actually two 
grand staircases constructed on the Titanic but it is 
the forward staircase immortalised in James 
Cameron's film Titanic which has become the iconic 
symbol of the vessel.

The original grand staircase, built with the rest of the 
Titanic in Belfast's Harland & Wolff Shipyard in 1911, 
rose an impressive five decks through the ship's 
first-class accommodations and was topped by an 
iconic glass dome



                            Famous People Onboard
● 1) John Jacob Astor IV. (the richest man)
● 2) Margaret Brown (The Unsinkable Molly Brown) 
● 3) Benjamin Guggenheim.                               

(very rich business man)
● 4) Captain Edward John Smith. 
● 5) Isidor and Ida Straus. (Husband and wife and      

owners of the very large store macy’s)
● 6) Thomas Andrews. (designer of the ship)
● 7) Lady Duff Gordon. (famous british fashion  

    designer) 



The Sinking
The cause of the Titanic sinking was a iceberg. The 
Titanic hit the iceberg at 11:40pm on the 14 of April 
1912. When it hit the iceberg it popped open seams in the 
hull allowing water to enter. The Titanic received 6 ice 
warnings but proceeded to head on. The first lifeboat 
was lowered into the water at 12:40am 1 hour after the 
crash. The only lifeboat that returned to help people was 
number 6 because a american woman called Margaret 
Brown encouraged the crew to return and look for 
survivors 



                               Titanic Sinking




